Hollingsworth Scholars

Classes of ‘10,’11,’12, and ‘13
South Carolina United
Educating future leaders of our state
Discussion with Dr. Shi (SCU ‘07)
SCU 2009- Group Shot in front of the Belltower
Aaron Markham and Ben Saul with Dr. Brent Nelsen
Connie Ding, Celeste Peay, and Rachel Shelbourne present their project on the SC Health Care Crisis
Jon Baddley, Kaleigh Ward, and Mary Grace Short present their project on SC Immigration
SCU 2009 Counselors Victor Orozco, Luke Rogers, and Alyssa Richardson
SCU 2009- Group shot of Scholars downtown on Liberty Bridge at Falls Park
Nadia Shamsedin at the Greenville Drive game
Annual Hollingsworth Fall Picnic
Food and Fellowship
(l-r) Rosanna Baltruweit, James Wade, Elizabeth Barfield, Caitlin Bazan, Andreina Malki, Jackie Razzaghy
(l-r) Keith Early, Terrell Glenn, Shannon Cantwell
Lee Deneen and Marcus Ling
(l-r) Luke Rogers, Sean Hastings, Haley Harteg, Roddey Smith
Benny Walker speaking to the scholars
Brian Highsmith and Rosanna Baltruweit enjoying volleyball during free time
Elizabeth Barfield and Angela Zeigler
Riley Institute
Hollingsworth Dinners

The Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, Eibhlin Byrne
Former Ambassador to Colombia, Thomas Boyatt
Minister Helmut Schafer
Former Governor of New Jersey and EPA Head, Christine Todd Whitman
Hollingsworth students speaking with Eibhlin Byrne, The Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland
The Hollingsworth students enjoying the camaraderie at the reception for Thomas Boyatt
Thomas Boyatt with the scholars
Scholars Jon Baddley, Michael Brearley, and Ben Saul talk with Helmut Schafer
Scholars enjoy informal discussion with Helmut Schafer
Scholars participate in candid conversation with Helmut Schafer
Mason Castles and Helmut Schafer exchange greetings
Hollingsworth and Townes Scholars with Governor Whitman
Service Day at Sterling Community Center
Sean Hastings, Luke Rogers, and Terrell Glen
Sarah Barton and Elizabeth Barfield sorting and organizing books
Haley Harteg and Charlie Coggins having a “ball”
Andreina Malki and James Rapley organizing books
Scholars in the Sterling gym
Following Service Day the scholars enjoy lunch at Frodo’s Pizza
Elizabeth Barfield, Sarah Barton, and Melissa Youssef
Andreina with a future Hollingsworth scholar